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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The phases an analytical method goes through have been 
compared to the seven ages of man J Inspiration for this 
comparison comes from the play written by William Shakespeare 
in 1598, As You Like It.^ These ages by Laitinen and 
Shakespeare are listed in Table 1. Inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) has been assigned these ages in a 
recent paper.^ As with man, the actual conception of ICPMS is 
uncertain but some events can be traced to its origin. Mass 
spectrometry was applied to flames^ and d.c. plasmas^ in the 
mid-70's. This is about ten years after the ICP was 
introduced as an analytical tool.^'^ All doubt of the 
occurrence of conception was erased in 1980 when Houk et. al. 
gave birth to the first research instrument.® Commercial 
instruments followed around 1983 from Sciex and VG Elemental. 
From the mid-80's to the early 90's papers characterizing the 
technique flooded journals, many of which can be found 
conveniently referenced in books about the subject.''^® 
It is believed that ICP-MS has matured and reflection for 
future directions is the current course of this technique.^ 
Recent innovations in the mass spectrometer end of ICP-MS 
confirm this.^^'^^ Recent work on fundamental properties like 
ion production and transport suggest the phase of instrument 
characterization has not fully passed.Old problems like 
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Table 1. A. Seven ages of man by Shakespeare in the play. As 
You. Like It. B. Seven ages of an analytical method by 
Laitinen. Reproduced with permission from reference 3. 
A. The seven ages of man - Shakespeare 
1st the Infant 
2nd the School Boy 
3rd the Lover 
4 th the Soldier 
5th the Justice 
6 th the Retired Gentleman 
7th the Old Man 
B. The seven ages of analytical method - Laitinen 
1st Conception of the idea 
2nd First research instruments 
3rd First commercial instruments 
4th Characterization of method 
5th Maturity 
6th Reflection 
7th Old age and senescence 
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polyatomic ion interferences continue to be revisited-^® In 
summary, the technique is moving toward new horizons while 
people strive to better understand the problems and 
fundamental operation of the overall device. With this type 
of interest, ICP-MS will not reach the last phase, senescence, 
for some time. 
This general introduction will continue by discussing 
some virtues of the ICP that make it a good source for 
elemental mass spectral analysis. Problems remain that leave 
room for fundamental and applied research and keep ICP-MS away 
from senescence. The problem area of mass overlap of analyte 
ions and metal oxide ions will be dealt with. The approaches 
taken to eliminate or at least reduce these interferences will 
be discussed. 
The ICP: A Source of Ions 
The ICP is a hot, partially ionized gas, usually argon, 
sustained inside a quartz torch. Figure 1 illustrates a 
typical torch and the corresponding gas flows. This torch is 
nestled inside a few turns of copper tubing, called the load 
coil, which is typically cooled by flowing water of high 
electrical resistance. The load coil is supplied with radio-
frequency (RF) current from a generator typically operated at 
either 27 or 40 MHz. 
Added electrons from a Tesla coil interact with the time 
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Figure 1. Typical ICP torch showing argon gas flows used and 
emission zones produced by yttrium. The initial 
ratidiation zone (IRZ) is produced by neutral 
yttrium oxide and atoms (red). The NAZ is produced 
by yttrium ions (blue). Reproduced with permission 
from reference 46. 
varying magnetic field about the load coil within the torch. 
In this way, electrical energy of the load coil is transformed 
into kinetic energy of the added electrons. This process of 
harnessing the energy of the load coil is called inductive 
coupling. The area of the plasma where this occurs is the 
induction region. In addition to inductive coupling, at any 
time there is a potential difference that exists along the 
length of the turns of the load coil. Electrons and ions 
accelerated through this potential difference experience 
capacitive coupling, a minor path of energy introduction. 
At atmospheric pressure the electrons have a short mean 
free path of about 5x10'® m. As a result, these energetic 
electrons experience frequent collisions to produce excited 
neutral argon atoms and argon ions. These species will 
continue to collide and produce more excited neutrals, ions 
and electrons, which heats the gas and sustains the plasma. 
There are generally three routes that a neutral ground 
state analyte atom, can take to become an ion, nT. These 
$ 
are summarized in the following equations: 
1. Electron Impact (1) 
+ e'fast 
2. Penning Ionization (2) 
Ar* + M° M* + Ar + e" 
3. Charge transfer (3) 
A-r* + M° (M"")* + Ar 
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Figure 2. a) A 5 MHz ICP showing the centralized tear drop 
induction region, b) A 27 MHz ICP with the 
"doughnut" or toroidal shaped induction region. 
Reproduced with permission from reference 45. 
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Electron impact occurs when M° collides with fast electrons 
created from the induction field about the load coil. Penning 
ionization is a result of an argon-metastable atom, Ar*, 
colliding with and transferring its excited state energy to a 
ground state analyte atom, M°. Argon has relatively high 
excitation energies, 11.55 and 11.76 eV. This reaction is 
favorable for a number of elements which have ionization 
energies that are lower than the above mentioned excitation 
energies for argon. 
The charge transfer reaction occurs when the excited 
state analyte ion has an energy level that closely matches the 
ionization energy of argon. Reaction 3 is not a dominant 
ionization mechanism but can supplement the ion population 
produced by reactions 1 and 2. When the analyte ion,(iyr)*, 
relaxes to its ground electronic state the result is a release 
of energy by emission of a photon. Thus, the above ionization 
mechanisms are also excitation mechanisms that are useful for 
atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). 
The ICP is a good source of ions for elemental analysis. 
The percent ionization for elements of the periodic table have 
been calculated using accepted values of electron density and 
ionization temperature.^^ Most metals are about 90-100% 
ionized which favors their determination by ICP-MS. 
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Structure of the ICP 
The early days of ICP development used lower frecpiency 
current that failed to produce a distinct annular region low 
in the plasma. Figure 2 compares an ICP operated at 5 MHz and 
27 MHz respectively. The lower frequency plasma does not 
allow the sample to pass through the "hot" region. With this 
ICP the sample aerosol dribbles around the cooler outside 
region. At higher frequencies an annulus or toroid forms in 
the induction region that allows the aerosol gas to pass 
through the center of the induction region and carries the 
sample aerosol through the "central channel". 
This development is significant in several ways. It 
allows the sample to pass through the part of the plasma where 
desolvation, vaporization, atomization, excitation and 
ionization are most efficient. This centralized aerosol 
stream does not greatly affect the outer portion of the plasma 
where the induction process occurs. Thus, the sample matrix 
components can change greatly without a major change in the 
bulk plasma. Finally, Figure 1 shows that the analyte is 
confined for convenient collection of photons for AES analysis 
or ions for MS analysis. 
Figure 1 also shows several distinct regions of the 
central channel. These zones are best described when 
observing emission from a concentrated solution of yttrium. 
As the sample aerosol leaves the injector it enters a hot 
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region at the base of the plasma. Desolvation begins here and 
this region is often called the pre-heating zone (PHZ). Next, 
a bullet shaped area (which is actually pink to red in color) 
can be seen. This is a result of emission from yttrium atoms 
and undissociated yttrium oxide molecules. This region of 
emission is often referred to as the initial radiation zone 
(IRZ). This area of the plasma is not a desirable place to 
sample for mass spectral analysis as it is low in analyte ion 
density and has lots of MO*. The final analyte region is the 
normal analytical zone (NAZ). The blue color (not apparent 
from Fig. 1) is a result of emission from yttrium ions. Most 
optical measurements are made here and given that the ion 
density is high, sampling for mass spectral analysis is also 
done here. Notice that the NAZ rapidly expands after the IRZ 
to fill the entire central channel. Because of this the 
sampling orifice must be placed very close to the tip of the 
IRZ, not in it, to collect as many ions as possible. 
Unfortunately, this can lead to sampling oxide ions of the 
analyte and this could lead to spectral interferences. 
General Interferences 
In 1933, G. E. F. Lundell wrote an article called "The 
Chemical Analysis of Things as They Are."^^ Lundell commented: 
There is no dearth of methods that are entirely 
satisfactory for the determination of elements when 
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they occur alone. The rub comes in because elements 
never occur alone, for nature and man frown on celibacy. 
Lundell must have been a prophet for this is very true for 
ICP-MS. The matrix of the sample, argon and solvent atoms can 
all lead to certain types of interferences, which diminish the 
elemental selectivity of the device. 
There are generally two types of interferences associated 
with ICP-MS, spectral and non-spectral. Non-spectral 
interferences result from matrix effects caused by space 
charge or clogging of the sampling cone. Spectral 
interferences are more pertinent to this dissertation. The 
majority of ICP-MS devices available today use a guadrupole as 
the mass analyzer. This device operates at or about unit mass 
resolution. Because of this, the mass to charge ratio 
corresponding to an analyte ion can be obscured by any specie 
of the same nominal mass to charge ratio. 
Two elements with isotopes of the same nominal mass would 
cause a spectral interference. Determination of calcium in an 
argon ICP is difficult because of such an interference. Both 
elements share their major isotopes at mass 40, ''°Ca (97.0%) 
and ^°Ar (99.6%) . Another type of spectral interference is 
from doubly charged matrix ions. The quadrupole filters ions 
by their mass to charge ratio (m/z) . An element like ''^®Ba 
that has lost two electrons would appear in the mass spectrum 
at m/z = 69. Unfortunately gallium's major isotope, ^'Ca 
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(60.9%), is also at this m/z value. 
Furthermore, although the plasma is an efficient 
atomization cell some polyatomic ions persist and cause 
interferences. Species of argon are a major contributor to 
this group of spectral interferences. Mineral acids can cause 
formation of ArX* ions such as ^ ^Ar^^Cl"^, which interferes with 
the only isotope of arsenic, ^As"^. Argon can form a dimer to 
produce ^°Ar2'^ which interferes with ®°Se*. Fortunately, 
alternative isotopes exist for selenium, yet at lower relative 
abundance. Iron at m/z= 56 has a problem with ^°Ar'''o*. Iron 
has another isotope at m/2= 54 but ^°Ar''^nr can be a problem if 
nitric acid is part of the acid matrix. 
Aside from polyatomic ions with argon, others exist. 
Sulfur, generally from sulfuric acid, can form SO*, SOj* and 
SO3*, which in turn interferes with the determination of Ca, 
Zn, and Se. 
The previously mentioned spectral interferences in ICP-MS 
are only representative of the general problem. Lists of 
polyatomic ions and interfered elements are available.''®'^ ' A 
final group of polyatomic ions, metal oxides (MO"") , will be 
discussed for its importance to this dissertation. The 
following scenario should help to illustrate why MO* are 
baneful to many elemental determinations. The analysis of 
geological materials for rare earth elements (REE) has been a 
common task for ICP-MS^°"^^. Geologists are often interested in 
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trace levels of heavy REE (HREE) in a large concomitant matrix 
of light REE (LREE) . Most samples contain much higher levels 
of LREEs than HREEs. Unfortunately, some monoisotopic REE's 
exist, most of which are HREE. If a HREE like holmium, ''^ H^o 
(100%), is to be determined in a matrix of concentrated 
samarium, ''^'Sm^^O'^ causes an interference problem . This 
isotope of samarium, ^^'Sm, is fairly abundant (13.8%), so the 
resulting metal oxide ion would be detrimental to the 
determination of holmium. 
Metal Oxides: Search and Destroy 
There is a debate over where MO* ions actually originate. 
Some believe that analyte oxides remain in the plasma and are 
not fully dissociated^. Others think that they are a result 
of boundary layer reactions^^'^^. Further, there are those that 
blame the interface region between the sampler and skimmer. 
The last point may or may not seem reasonable. It is 
estimated that an atom or ion collides with argon atoms about 
250 times in the free jet expansion behind the sampling 
cone.^® If oxygen is present at 1x10^' cm'^ then an M* ion 
collides with an oxygen atom about twice in this region. 
Thus, there is probably little or no MO* produced in an ideal 
supersonic jet. However, Niu et al. have proposed that a 
shock wave might exist in front of the skimmer orifice.^' 
There could be enough collisions here to produce some MO*. 
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The boundary layer is a cool layer of gas which forms 
across the sampling cone face. In this layer a sheath of 
positive ions collects at the surface of the cone due to the 
higher mobility of electrons. This cool gas layer has an 
excess of positive ions and is a good region for analyte ions 
to react with oxygen atoms and form Attention has 
been directed toward the interface design to reduce the ratio 
of MO* to IVT ions. The skimmer orifice is generally kept 
smaller than the sampling orifice to reject the extra MO* made 
in the boundary layer.Others have shown that the condition 
of the orifice is important; polishing the inside of the 
sampling cone attenuated a number of polyatomic ions.^ '' 
The ICP is thought of as an efficient atomization cell. 
It is possible that some analyte oxides do not dissociate 
before being sampled by the interface. Recall, the IRZ is a 
region of analyte atom and analyte oxide emission. Also 
remember, for optimum sampling of analyte ions the sampling 
cone must be as close to the IRZ as possible because the NAZ 
quickly becomes diffuse in the central channel. This is 
unfortunate as some analyte oxide ions may be sampled before 
entering the "hottest" part of the central channel to be 
dissociated. This is also true if the sample introduction 
system allows large wet droplets to pass into the plasma. 
Analyte oxides probably exist in the vicinity of these 
droplets as they pass through the plasma. The presence of the 
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droplet cools its immediate neighborhood, so the oxides 
remain. 
Plasma operating conditions are known to affect the level 
of MO* in an ICP-MS spectrum. Forward power, aerosol gas flow 
rate, and sampling position have all been investigated.^^ It 
would be ideal to set these parameters to achieve maximum ion 
signal. The general problem with this approach is illustrated 
in Figure 3. The MO"^ signal is still 50% of its maximum under 
operating conditions that yield maximum analyte ion signal. 
The size and position of the IRZ are dependent on the 
forward power and aerosol gas flow rate. Visual inspection of 
the IRZ while nebulizing concentrated yttrium and adjusting 
these parameters shows this. If the position of the IRZ 
changes the optimum sampling position will change and so will 
the level of MO* sampled by the interface. It is possible to 
optimize plasma operating and sampling conditions and add 
certain gases to the plasma to reduce MO*. Addition of 
certain molecular or noble gases to the central channel 
reduces many polyatomic ions.^^'^^ Also, addition of Nj gas to 
the plasma gas has shown some success.It is possible that 
some of the added gases help to more efficiently couple energy 
to the center of the plasma to aid in the dissociation of 
these dreaded analyte oxides.^' 
Conventional sample introduction requires making an 
aerosol from an aqueous analyte solution. This solvent 
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Figure 3. Plots of signal for Ba+2, Ba+, BaO+ and BaOH+ as a 
function of aerosol gas flow rate (AGFR) . Notice, 
the signal for BaO+ is about 50% of its maximum at 
an AGFR yielding maximum Ba+ signal. Reproduced 
with permission from reference 31. 
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provides a source of oxygen atoms. It has been proven that 
removal of this source of oxygen can dramatically reduce the 
level of MO* observed in the mass spectrum. This effort 
centers around employing sample introduction methods that 
prevent aqueous solvent from entering the plasma. A cooled 
spray chamber condenses some water vapor,yet cryogenic 
desolvation has proven to be more aggressive and fruitful in 
reducing the MO"^ problem.^® Membrane desolvation has been 
employed with similar success.^' Laser ablation^° (LA) , and 
direct sample insertion^' (DSI) are methods that introduce a 
solid sample. Electrothermal vaporization (ETV) has the 
advantage of separating the solvent from the analyte in the 
vaporization cell.'*^ Sample introduction systems that produce 
a transient signal often produce results with sub-standard 
precision for most mass spectrometers.^^ 
Specialized sample introduction devices are good for 
instrument companies but not really practical for the average 
laboratory. The privileged few can afford a high resolution 
ICP-MS device that utilizes a magnetic sector for mass 
analysis. This level of selectivity almost eliminates the 
problem of spectral interferences caused by polyatomic ions. 
From the earlier discussion in this general introduction, the 
ICP is a good source of ions for mass spectral analysis. The 
interference caused by polyatomic ions is a major problem for 
a quadrupole ICP-MS device. There is a need for a simple. 
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cheap, easy-to-maintain method that provides relief from the 
interferences created by analyte oxide ions. 
Dissertation Objectives and Organization 
This dissertation is presented such that each chapter 
stands alone as a complete scientific manuscript with 
accompanying references, tables and figures. Each chapter is 
a paper either published in or submitted to a research 
journal. 
Chapter 2 introduces an injector device for a demountable 
torch that utilizes a graphite tube supported by a stainless 
steel tube. This graphite tube is inserted into the base of 
the operating plasma. The most surprising result from this 
device is that the operating conditions for optimum analyte 
ion signal also minimize the analyte oxide ion signal. This 
device requires a much lower aerosol gas flow rate than the 
normal quartz injector. Rinse out curves show that this does 
not greatly affect memory in the nebulization and desolvation 
system. Another beneficial result is that there is general 
enhancement for all analyte signals. Some analyte signals 
show greater enhancements than others, especially certain 
important elements with high ionization energies. 
Chapter 3 attempts to characterize the polyatomic ion 
background produced by the device, aside from analyte oxide 
ions. Many times a remedy for a specific interference either 
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creates new problems or makes existing ones worse. The 
spectrum from m/z= 10 to 81 was investigated. The basic 
features of the lower mass range, m/z= 10 to 38, only receive 
comments explaining what species are present. The appearance 
of a significant peak at m/z= 28 suggests that '^c'^0'*' is formed 
from the carbon evolved from the graphite injector. Also, the 
signal is greatly attenuated relative to that produced by 
a normal quartz injector. The mass region from m/z= 45 to 81 
typically contains noxious polyatomic ion interferences that 
are described using the concept of background equivalent 
concentration (BEC) . The interference from ^°Ar''^C* is much 
worse using the graphite injector compared to the normal 
quartz injector. Measurements of ^ ^Cr* are almost impossible 
because of this polyatomic ion. Fortunately, chromium has 
other isotopes available. A benefit to using the graphite 
injector is that the chlorine containing polyatomic ions are 
attenuated. The BEC values for and ''°Ar^^Cl* improve by 
a factor of 7 and 17 respectively. The final quest of this 
chapter is to assess the severity of matrix effects. It seems 
the problem is no worse with this device than is expected from 
the typical quartz injector. A remedy for correcting this 
problem is borrowed from a predecessor and used with success^^. 
The purpose of chapter 4 is to connect some relevant 
theory about graphite furnace atomization to how this device 
produces its low level of MO"^. In the graphite furnace, many 
19 
analytes are atomized, in part, through reduction of their 
oxide by carbon. This process is favorable in the higher 
temperatures of the furnace. Our estimates suggest the 
graphite injector tip operates at about the same temperature 
as a graphite furnace. Our data show there is a direct 
correlation between the carbon density in the plasma and the 
level of metal oxide ions observed. Finally, there is 
evidence that a charge transfer reaction could be responsible 
for ion signal enhancements seen for certain elements. These 
enhancements can be directly linked to the density of carbon 
in the plasma. 
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CHAPTER 2. ATTENUATION OF METAL OXIDE IONS IN INDUCTIVELY 
COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH A 
GRAPHITE TORCH INJECTOR. 
A paper published in Analytical Chemistry^ 
P- Scott demons, Michael G. Minnich and R. S. Houk^ 
Abstract 
Desolvated solution aerosols are injected into the axial 
channel of an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) through a 
graphite tube inserted directly into the plasma. This hot 
injector constricts the stream of analyte and prevents it from 
widening excessively as it travels through the plasma. Thus, 
the sampling orifice for the mass spectrometer (MS) can be 
positioned several millimeters downstream from the tip of the 
initial radiation zone without substantial loss of analyte ion 
signal. The signal ratio for LaO'^/La* can be reduced to 0.05% 
with conventional desolvation or 0.01% with cryogenic that 
yield maximum metal ion signal. These values are greatly 
superior to those obtained with conventional torch injectors. 
^Anal. Chem. 1995, 67, 1929-1934 
^Corresponding author 
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The graphite injector also improves sensitivity for atomic 
ions by factors of 1.5 to 15, with the best improvements seen 
for elements like As and Zn that have high ionization 
energies. This modification to the plasma does not compromise 
other analytical figures of merit such as rinse out time or 
the suitability of a single set of operating conditions for 
multielement analysis. 
Introduction 
ICP-MS is a sensitive and selective method for trace 
multielement analysis. The ability of the ICP to efficiently 
atomize the sample is one dimension of the overall selectivity 
of the technique. Although atomic ions (IvT) are the major 
species seen under normal operating conditions, other ions 
such as MO"^, ArM*, ArO'^, and hr^* hamper the determination of 
several important elements. Corrections based on isotope 
ratios can often be done for moderate cases of spectral 
interference,^'^ but these procedures become suspect when the 
analyte signal is small relative to that for the interferant. 
This paper focuses on a new method to remove most of the 
interference from MO* ions. A variety of such measures have 
been demonstrated for low-resolution instruments based on 
quadrupole mass analyzers. These schemes include mixed gas 
plasmas^'® and introduction of the sample in as dry a form as 
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possible, i.e., by desolvation,^'''^° electrothermal 
vaporization'^"^^ or laser ablation.^ A double focussing mass 
spectrometer can separate MO* from M* ions at the same nominal 
m/z value. In general, reducing the slit widths to attain the 
resolution required (6000 to 15000) also reduces the 
transmission by at least a factor of ten.^^*''^ Measures that 
reduce the level of MO* ions in the plasma would be valuable 
for either low or high-resolution experiments. 
The fundamental reasons for the persistence of MO* ions 
have been discussed by several groups.Suppose an aqueous 
solution is dispersed into droplets with a conventional 
nebulizer. The larger droplets, and much of the water vapor, 
are then removed by a cooled spray chamber. The spray chamber 
still transmits wet droplets in a range of sizes to the 
plasma. As these droplets leave the torch injector and 
traverse the plasma, they are first desolvated, then the 
solutes are progressively vaporized, atomized and ionized. 
The axial positions where these processes take place overlap. 
The smaller droplets desolvate, vaporize, etc. relatively 
quickly, while the larger droplets persist much farther 
dovmstream.^^'^' Furthermore, the stream of droplets, and the 
resulting clouds of atoms and ions, spread out as they travel 
further downstream. In ICP-MS, the sampler-skimmer 
combination transmits ions essentially from a small zone (of 
approximately the same diameter as the skimmer hole) that is 
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just in front of the samplerThus, the best sensitivity 
for M* ions generally occurs when the aerosol gas flow rate, 
plasma power and sampling position are selected so that the 
sampler tip is just downstream from the end of the initial 
radiation zone (IRZ) .28-32 Metal oxide ions from the larger 
droplets and solid particles do not pass through the middle of 
the noinnal analytical zone (NAZ), which is probably the 
hottest part of the axial channelThus, these metal oxide 
ions are extracted into the sampler before they are 
dissociated properly, so the spectrum consists of a mixture of 
M* and MO*. 
Much of the MO* ions can be dissociated into M* by 
retracting the plasma farther away from the sampler or by 
reducing the aerosol gas flow rate. These simple measures do 
attenuate the MO* interference, but at the expense of M* 
signal.The stream of analyte ions is now too wide at the 
sampler, so a larger fraction of the ions lies outside the 
narrow central region (-1 mm wide) transmitted through both 
the sampler and skimmer. At the gas kinetic temperatures 
prevalent in the axial channel of the ICP (-5000 K) some 
MO* ions probably persist, particularly for refractory oxides 
like LaO* and UO*, even if drastic measures are taken to reduce 
the density of 0 atoms in the plasma. 
Ideally, then, the MO* ions should be attenuated by a) 
use of a nebulizer that produces either monodisperse droplets 
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or polydisperse droplets without overly large ones, b) 
preventing the cloud of analyte from expanding as it travels 
through the axial channel, so the sampler can be positioned in 
the middle of the NAZ, rather than at the tip of the IRZ, and 
c) removing solvent and other sources of oxygen. The first 
two of these measures is incorporated in the new monodisperse 
dried microparticulate injection device described by French et 
alJ® and Olesik and HobbsJ' The present work describes a way 
to accomplish much the same objectives using a conventional 
nebulizer. Essentially, a desolvated polydisperse aerosol 
passes through a hot graphite tube inserted directly into the 
axial channel of the ICP (Figure 1) . This approach resembles 
the direct solid introduction experiments with graphite cups 
described by several groups,particularly those of Horlick, 
Salin and KaranassiosIn most of these previous 
experiments, the injector is solid graphite, the sample is a 
solid rather than a solution aerosol, and there is no gas flow 
through the injection device. Gervais and Salin have 
described ICP emission experiments with a solution aerosol in 
a carrier gas passing through a heated injector (either 
graphite or alumina) inserted directly into the plasma. The 
main goal of their study was to improve the stability of the 
plasma with new sample introduction systems that were either 
erratic or loaded the plasma heavily.To the best of our 
knowledge, this latter approach for injecting aerosols has not 
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been described previously for ICP-MS. 
Experimental 
Nebulizer and Torch Injector. Aqueous aerosols are 
produced with an ultrasonic nebulizer (Model U-5000, Cetac 
Technologies, Inc.) and desolvated by heating to 140 °C, 
followed by a condenser at 0 °C.^^ The resulting dry 
particles, and residual water vapor, then pass through a Tygon 
transfer tube (8 mm ID x 1 m long) connected to the end of the 
stainless steel tube shown at the left side of Figure 1. This 
tube is held on center by a tapered piece of Teflon that fits 
into the taper joint at the base of the torch. A pyrolytic 
graphite tube (2 mm ID x 5 mm OD x 22 mm long) is press fit 
into the end of the stainless steel support. The tip of the 
graphite injector protrudes into the axial channel of the 
plasma by approximately 8 mm. The exposed end of the injector 
is even with the middle turn of the load coil. Longer 
injectors erode too rapidly. Before use, each tip is leached 
in 5% HCl for 8 hours. Otherwise, a variety of metal impurity 
ions are observed. 
In several experiments, the performance of the graphite 
injector shown in Figure 1 is compared to that of a 
conventional injector. In the latter case, the conventional 
injector is quartz with a tapered jet tip (1.5 mm ID) 
positioned even with the end of the intermediate tube.^' 
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Cryogenic Desolvation. In some experiments, the aerosol 
is dried further by cryogenic desolvation, as described 
previously.''^" Essentially, the stream of solid particles from 
the condenser of the regular desolvator passes through a 
series of hot (140 °C) and cold (-80 °C) loops, which 
repeatedly dry the particles and freeze out the solvent vapor. 
The dry aerosol particles then go into the injector and ICP. 
ICP-MS Instrumentation. These experiments were performed 
with a home-made ICP-MS device that has been described 
previouslyThe offset ion lens was changed slightly in 
that a tapered metal cylinder was substituted for the cone 
(see Figure 2 of ref. 47) . This arrangement yielded slightly 
higher ion signals with the same background as that seen 
previously. 
Data were collected with a multichannel analyzer by 
either single ion monitoring or scanning. For measurement of 
and MO* signals, a m/z window 20 daltons wide was scanned 
100 times, using 4096 channels and a dwell time of 50 ^s per 
channel. The mass analyzer was adjusted to provide unit mass 
resolution (5% valley) in the mass window monitored. 
In general, operating conditions, particularly aerosol 
gas flow rate and ion lens voltages, were selected at the 
beginning of each day's experiments to maximize the signal for 
the analyte(s) of interest. Because different injectors were 
used on different days, these optimum conditions differed 
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slightly from day to day. Typical operating conditions are 
cited in Table I. Generally, the same power and sampling 
position were used from day to day, and the aerosol gas flow 
rate was optimized to provide maximum signal for La*. 
Solutions and Standards. Standard solutions of the 
elements of interest were prepared by diluting standard stock 
solutions (1000 mg L"'', Plasma Chem) with 1% HCl to known 
concentrations, usually either lOO or 500 /ig L'^. 
Results and Discussion 
General Observations. The plasma ignites readily with 
the injector in place using the normal ignition procedure with 
a Tesla coil. The injector emits orange light during 
operation, which indicates that its temperature is 
approximately 1800 K. The appearance of the plasma is shown 
in color on the cover of this issue and in Figures 1 and 2. 
When a solution of yttrium is injected, the IRZ and NA2^® are 
roughly as depicted in Figure 1. In particular, the IRZ is 
very short, and the NAZ is visually longer and narrower than 
that seen with a conventional torch injector. A gap can 
clearly be seen between the blue analyte stream and the outer 
edge of the axial channel, i.e., the boundary between the 
axial channel and the induction region. When the sampling 
orifice is inserted at the usual sampling position (Figure 2) , 
virtually all the blue analyte stream flows into the sampler. 
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even though the sampler is several mm downstream from the tip 
of the IRZ. With a conventional injector, the blue analyte 
stream is much wider and fills the entire axial channel almost 
immediately after the IRZ. 
The injector erodes slowly during use and lasts 6 to 8 
hours. The erosion occurs primarily inside the downstream tip 
of the injector. The hole expands gradually at the tip from a 
cylindrical bore to a fluted end. A fresh injector is 
therefore used each day. The injector is replaced easily by 
simply reaching into the open end of the torch with a pair of 
tweezers (with the plasma off, of course) . 
DC voltages between -100 V and +100 V can be applied to 
the stainless steel support tube without any noticeable change 
in the plasma or in the ion signal seen by the mass analyzer. 
Therefore, the injector is simply kept grounded. 
The background spectrum is somewhat different than usual 
when the graphite injector is used. Carbon ions (^^C*) are a 
major peak with the injector and are of comparable intensity 
to HjO*, and ^°Ar*. Also, CO'^ (m/z = 28) becomes more 
abundant than Oj* (m/z = 32) with the graphite injector. These 
and other carbon-containing ions are more abundant under 
conditions in which the injector erodes more rapidly. The 
erosion rate is, in turn, related to the type of graphite 
used; pyrolytic graphite erodes more slowly than spectroscopic 
grade graphite. The precise relation between erosion rate, 
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the character of the background spectrum, and the abundance of 
MO"^ is presently under detailed study. Deposition of solid 
carbon on the sampler has not been a problem so far. 
MO*/M* Ratios with Desolvation at 0 °C. A plot of 
signal for La* and LaO"^ vs. aerosol gas flow rate is shown in 
Figure 3. The best signal for La"^  is ~10^  counts s'^  at an 
aerosol gas flow rate of -0.6 L min"^. At this value for 
aerosol gas flow rate, the LaO* signal is -10^ counts s*\ so 
the ratio of signals for LaO*/La* is -0.1%. At 0.45 L min"^, 
the La"^  signal falls off only slightly to 8 x 10^  counts s'"", 
whereas the LaO*/La* signal ratio drops to 0.05%. This latter 
value is comparable to that achieved with conventional torch 
injectors for similar elements by drying the plasma thoroughly 
by cryogenic desolvation,membrane desolvation,^' or 
electrothermal vaporization. 
This result can be shown more clearly by normalizing the 
signals for La* and LaO* to their maxima and plotting the 
results on a linear scale (Figure 4). Two separate peaks 
(commonly called "mountains" in ICP-MS parlance) for La* and 
LaO* result. The peak of the mountain for La* lies at a much 
lower flow rate than that for LaO*, by 0.3 L min'\ 
Furthermore, the left edge of the mountain for LaO* is steep, 
and only a small amount of LaO* remains under the peak for La*. 
With conventional torch injectors, the mountain top for M* 
lies much closer to that for MO*, and the left edge of the MO* 
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mountain has a much more gradual slope than that shown in 
Figure 4. Thus, a substantial amount of MO* remains under 
conditions that maximize Nf signal, for the reasons described 
in the Introduction. 
At the "best" aerosol gas flow rate in Figures 3 and 4 
(0.6 L min"^) , the relative positions of the IRZ and sampling 
orifice are those shown in Figure 2. With the graphite torch 
injector, the sampler can be 4 to 5 mm downstream from the tip 
of the IRZ without sxibstantial loss of signal for M*. In 
contrast, with conventional torch injectors, the maximum M* 
signal is generally obtained with the sampler only -1 mm 
downstream from the tip of the IRZ, which complicates 
selection of operating conditions that maximize sensitivity 
for nt while also minimizing the abundance of 
MO"*"/iyf Ratios with Cryogenic Desolvation. Figure 5 shows 
the dependence of La* and LaO"* signals on aerosol gas flow rate 
with cryogenic desolvation and the graphite torch injector. 
Within the flow rate range from 0.4 to 0.8 L min"\ the La* 
signal is a maximum while the LaO*/La* signal ratio is only 
0.01% to 0.02%. This represents roughly a five-fold 
improvement in LaO*/La* over the oxide ratio obtained by either 
regular desolvation with the graphite torch injector or 
cryogenic desolvation with a conventional torch injector 
Unfortunately, the La* signal is reduced by cryogenic 
desolvation with either the graphite injector or a 
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conventional one.'*''® With the graphite injector, adding gas 
at 2% of the aerosol gas flow boosts the M* signal by 
approximately a factor of two. This signal enhancement is 
slightly poorer than the factor of three seen previously 
Adding Hg through the graphite torch injector also increases 
the oxide ratio for LaO*/La* by a factor of four, so use of 
has not proven advantageous so far. 
Multielement Operating Conditions. Ideally, the signal 
from all analytes should be nearly optimum at a single set of 
operating conditions. The constriction of the analyte stream 
induced by the graphite injector could also induce substantial 
differences in the "best" plasma parameters for different 
elements, which was a problem for the long torches used in 
some early ICP-MS devices^' and in atomic fluorescence with the 
ICP.^° 
Ion signals for a variety of elements are shown as 
functions of aerosol gas flow rate in Figure 6. For all these 
elements, the M* signal is at or within 10% of its maximum 
value at a single setting for aerosol gas flow rate (0.45 L 
min'"") . This value is lower than the "best" value of 0.6 L 
min"'' from the previous figures because this experiment was 
done on a different day with a fresh injector. Each injector 
behaves slightly differently and requires a somewhat different 
aerosol gas flow rate to provide optimum signal and to 
minimize oxide ions. 
3S 
Analogous results are seen if forward power and sampling 
position are varied. These operating conditions are all 
i n t e r r e l a t e d ,  a s  p o i n t e d  o u t  b y  H o r l i c k  a n d  c o - w o r k e r T o  
a first approximation, an increase in power requires an 
increase in aerosol gas flow rate and/or positioning the 
sampler further upstream in the plasma. 
Sensitivity Improvements. For these experiments, 
sensitivity is defined as net ion signal per unit 
concentration. These values are compared in Table II. The 
results for both the graphite injector and the conventional 
injector were obtained with the same power and sampling 
position. In each case, the aerosol gas flow rate was 
adjusted to maximize La* signal. Thus, the sensitivities 
provided by the two injectors are compared under conditions of 
best sensitivity for each. Also, each injector was operated 
under multielement conditions; conditions were not optimized 
separately for individual elements. 
With the conventional injector, sensitivities are in the 
range 10^ - 10^ counts s"^ per mg L"\ as seen previously with 
this particular ICP-MS deviceFor every element, these 
values improve with the graphite injector. Sensitivities for 
Fe, Ho and Pb improve by factors of 1.5 to 1.8. The graphite 
injector improves the sensitivity for other elements by larger 
factors ranging from 5 (for Y, Mo and Rh) to 10 - 15 for Zn 
and As. 
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These element-dependent sensitivity improvements can be 
explained as follows. The injector constricts the stream of 
analyte ions somewhat for all elements, as depicted in Figures 
1 and 2. A larger fraction of the analyte ions stays on-axis 
within the zone of gas that passes through both the sampler 
and skimmer. Thus, sensitivity improves somewhat for all 
elements, even those like Fe and Y that are almost completely 
ionized in the normal ICP. Also, the graphite injector allows 
the sampling orifice to be positioned near the middle of the 
N A Z  w h e r e  t h e  " t e m p e r a t u r e "  f o r  a n a l y t e s  i s  h i g h e s t O f  
the various elements studied, this change in sampling position 
improves the degree of ionization most for elements like As 
and Zn, which aren't efficiently ionized at the tip of the IRZ 
in a normal ICP. Thus, the sensitivity for As and Zn improves 
by larger factors than those seen for more easily ionized 
elements. 
The sensitivity improvements seen in Table II are welcome 
even if their fundamental causes are not yet fully understood. 
Because these improvements result from a change in the 
structure of the plasma, they should be useful with other ICP-
MS devices as well. 
Rinse Out Curves. Conceivably, injecting the sample 
aerosol through a hot graphite tube could induce additional 
memory problems and extend the time needed to change samples. 
A typical rinse out curve is presented in Figure 7. The Cd 
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solution is replaced with the blank solution at time = zero. 
The blank reaches the transducer at time = 10 s, after which 
the Cd* signal decays gradually. After an additional 30 s, 
the Cd* signal reaches 0.1% of its original level. After 55 
s, the Cd'^ signal can't be distinguished from the blank. 
This rinse-out behavior (i.e., 30 s to attenuate the 
signal from the previous sample by 0.1%) is identical to that 
of the nebulizer alone. Similar curves are seen for a variety 
of other elements, including Zn and Co. For these elements, 
the graphite injector induces no additional memory. 
Naturally, severe memory effects occur for highly volatile 
elements like B, Os and Hg, as generally seen whenever the 
aerosol passes through a spray chamber.We have not yet 
tested the graphite injector extensively with wet aerosols. 
Conclusions 
The graphite injector described in this paper provides a 
simple way to extract M* ions from a region of the plasma that 
is physically separated from the zone inhabited by the noxious 
MO* ions. Signal ratios for can be reduced to 0.01% to 
0.05% by this means. Analyte sensitivity can be improved by 
factors of 1.5 to 15. The basic reasons for these 
improvements are being investigated further in our laboratory, 
as are other analytical characteristics such as matrix 
effects. 
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Table 1. Standard operating conditions 
Solution uptake rate 1.5 mL min"^ 
Argon gas flow rates: 
outer gas 16 L min"^ 
auxiliary 0.9 L min"'' 
aerosol gas 0.4 to 0.6 L min"'''^ 
Forward power 1.5 kW 
Reflected power < 5 W 
Sampling position 5 mm from load coil 
on center 
see Figure 2 
^Selected on daily basis to maximize signal for La"^ 
Table 2. Relative sensitivity for various elements with conventional injector and 
graphite injector. 
Element 
Ionization 
Enerav (eV) 
Sensitivity xlO^ (cts s'Vmg L'^) 
Conv. Iniector Graohite Iniector 
Sens. 
Ratio 
"Fe 7. 87 2 . 28 3.42 1.5 
"Co 7. 86 1 .88 6 .34 3.4 
"Zn 9. 39 4 .53 6.64 15 
'SAS 9. 81 1 .15 1.69 14 .6 
CO 
6. 38 1 .00 5 . 28 5.3 
'°Mo 7. 10 2 .05 1.16 5.7 
'°^ Rh 7 . 46 6 .62 4 . 02 6.0 
^"Ho 6 . 02 4 .42 7 . 98 1.8 
208pb 7. 42 9 .32 1.52 1.6 
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oooo 
V///////////A 
5 10mm 
Figure 1. Diagram of an ICP with graphite torch injector. A: 
desolvated aerosol from ultrasonic nebulizer; B: 
stainless steel support tube; C: graphite injector; 
D: initial radiation zone (IRZ); E: normal 
analytical zone (NAZ). The sizes and positions of 
the IRZ and NAZ are shown to scale when a 
concentrated solution (-1000 mg L'^ of yttrium is 
nebulized. 
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Figure 2. ICP with graphite torch injector from Figure 1 with 
sampling orifice of MS present at usual sampling 
position. Not that viurtually all the analyte ions 
flow into the sampling orifice. 
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Figure 3. Plots of ion signal vs. aerosol gas flow rate for 
La+ and LaO+ with graphite injector and conventional 
desolvation. 
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Figure 4. Plots of normalized ion signals for La+ and LaO+ 
vs. aerosol gas flow rate, conventional desolvation. 
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Figure 5. Ion signals vs. aerosol gas flow rate wi 
cryogenic desolvation. 
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Aer. Gas Flow Rate (L/min) 
Figure 6. Noirmalized signal for M* vs. aerosol gas flow rate 
for some common analyte elements, each at 100 ug L'^. 
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Fig. 6 (continued) 
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Figure 7. Rinse-out curve for Cd at 1 mg L"''. The rinse 
solution reaches the transducer of the nebulizer at 
about time = 10 s. 
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CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND IONS, SPECTRAL INTERFERENCES AND MATRIX 
EFFECTS IN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY 
WITH A GRAPHITE TORCH INJECTOR 
A paper siibmitted for piiblication to Spectrochimica Acta, 
Part B, Atomic Spectroscopy 
P. Scott demons, Narong Praphairaksit, and R.S. Houk'' 
Abstract 
The background ions produced during the use of a graphite 
injector (GI) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 
(ICP-MS)are evaluated. A spectrum of low mass background ions 
reveals that C*, CO* and COj* are a result of using this device. 
Background equivalent concentration (BEC) values are presented 
for less abundant polyatomic ions in the mid-mass region. The 
BEC value for ^ ^Cl^'O* and ^°Ar^^Cl* is about ten times lower with 
the GI than with a conventional quartz injector (QI). The 
carbon load to the plasma resulting from the eroding graphite 
produces ^°Ar^^C* with a BEC of 12 ug L"^. Iron background ions 
from a stainless steel support tube are largely removed by 
using an alumina tube. Despite this change the BEC value for 
AOAri^o* is two times greater with a GI. Doubly 
''corresponding author 
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charged ions are more abundant for elements with a low second 
ionization energy. Matrix effects are evaluated and found to 
be equivalent to those observed previously with this device. 
Lens elements are tuned to mitigate this problem. 
Introduction 
Recently, a new injector device was introduced that 
boosts analyte signals and attenuates metal oxide ions in 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)These 
initial experiments focused on the reduction of metal oxides, 
but other types of spectral interferences exist in ICP-MS. 
Interferences from species derived from argon, mineral acids 
and doubly charged analyte or matrix ions are also 
troublesome, in addition to metal oxide ions. Lists of these 
interferences have been compiled and will not be duplicated 
here 
Many authors have developed ingenious ways to suppress 
these troublesome ions in quadrupole ICP-MS. Hard core 
solvent removal such as cryogenic desolvation works well for 
metal oxides and some mineral acid polyatomics, but this 
method suffers from signal loss unless aided by addition of 
hydrogen.^ Introduction of the sample as a solid can 
eliminate the polyatomic ions from the usual solvents. Laser 
ablation, electrothermal vaporization and direct sample 
insertion have all been tried and found to be useful in 
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certain applications.^"' The transient signals resulting from 
these methods are not conducive to peak hopping during 
multielemental determinations.'"' Also, counting statistics can 
limit the relative standard deviation as the signal cannot be 
integrated for a long period. Others have produced mixed gas 
plasmas by addition to the outer gas (Ng/Oj, or air),^^*''^ and 
small doses (a few percent Xe, or molecular gas) to the 
aerosol gas with some success.More recently, the use of a 
"cool" plasma to avoid interferences with higher ionization 
energies has been tried.Many argon interferences were 
eliminated but other polyatomic ions, such as N0'^,H30* and , 
became worse. 
This paper investigates the level of certain common 
polyatomic ions and doubly charged metal ions during use of a 
graphite injector tip. Major background ions are presented in 
spectra. Minor, yet troublesome, polyatomic ions are 
evaluated with the measurement of background equivalent 
concentration (BEC) values. Finally, the severity of matrix 
effects while using this device will be investigated. A 
method for alleviating this type of interference is included. 
Experimental 
Dimensions and details of the operation of this device 
have been discussed previously, and all experiments were 
carried out on the same homemade ICP-MS instrument described 
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before.'"'^ ®''' Operating conditions were selected daily to 
maximize the analyte signal of interest. Ion lens potential, 
aerosol gas flow rate, and sampling position were all adjusted 
to maximize an analyte ion signal near the middle of the mass 
range of interest, e.g., '^Co"^ . 
Graphite Tip and Injector Tube. Previous work used 
pyrolytic graphite (PG) as an injector tip. All the data 
presented here are from a spectroscopic graphite tip (SG). 
Our observations show that SG erodes faster in an operating 
plasma than PG. Even so, SG is readily available in bulk and 
is much easier to machine than bulk PG. Using spectroscopic 
graphite should give a worst case scenario for carbon related 
background ions in a spectrum. The particular pieces used 
were of the rod and cup from a DC arc electrode. The cup was 
simply cut off and then the correct diameter hole (2mm) was 
drilled thru the center for the sample to pass into the 
plasma. After drilling, the pieces were leached in 5% aqueous 
HCl as described before.^ 
A stainless steel tube was used previously to support the 
graphite tip.^ Experience has shown that this material is a 
poor choice as it produces background Fe'^ in the spectrum. 
Therefore, an alumina tube was used instead. The length (30.5 
cm), outside diameter (6.50 mm) and inside diameter of the 
alumina tube are similar to those of the previous stainless 
steel support tube. 
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Data Acquisition. The ion signal from the Channeltron 
electron multiplier was processed in one of two ways. The 
first method was used to reduce the risk of counting loss due 
to high level background ions, particularly in the low mass 
range (m/z of 10-38). The output from the electron multiplier 
(-2kV) was fed to a current-to-frequency converter (Model 151, 
Analog Technologies Inc.). TTL pulses from the converter were 
counted by a multichannel analyzer. The spectrum at low m/z 
values was acquired by sweeping all 4096 channels of the 
analyzer 200 times. 
All other spectra, tabled data and graphs were obtained 
by pulse counting. A preamplifier and amplifier-discriminator 
(Model 1763 and Model 1762 respectively, Photochemical 
Research Associates) were used in place of the converter 
device with the electron multiplier held at -3.0 kV. In the 
pulse counting mode spectra were obtained by collecting 100-
500 sweeps over the mass range shown in the spectra. 
Regardless of how the signal was collected, a dwell time of 50 
^s/address and single unit mass resolution (10% valley, or 
better) was used. 
Solutions. Standard solutions of the elements of 
interest were made by diluting stock solutions (1000 mg L"\ 
Plasma Chem). The solvents were distilled deionized water (18 
Mn, Barnstead) or 1% aqueous solutions of HCl or HNOj. The 
particular acid was selected to maximize conditions for 
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production of the polyatomic interferant. Analyte 
concentrations for the solutions used to measure BEC values 
were 0.1 mg L'^. Matrix effect experiments used 1 mg L"'' cobalt 
as the analyte concentration and 10 mM as the concomitant 
matrix concentration. The mass spectrum of each matrix 
solution was scanned prior to adding the analyte to ensure the 
mass to charge ratio of interest showed no signal contribution 
from trace analyte. 
Results and Discussion 
Background Ion Spectrum. ICP-MS devices produce some 
dominant ions in the low to mid mass region of the mass 
spectrum. Figures 1 and 2 show mass spectra for a m/z range 
of 10 to 38 and 42 to 81, respectively. The mass range of 39 
to 41 was omitted to spare the detector from bombardment with 
argon ions. For Figure 1, a graphite tip with an alumina 
support tube and deionized water as the solvent are used. 
Most of the peaks present are expected and typical of this 
mass region^. The unusual peaks are at m/z= 12 and 28. The 
signal at m/z= 12 is C* that sublime from the injector and 
then ionize in the plasma. This certainly prevents 
determination of carbon but a worse problem would be the 
formation of carbide species in the form of MC*. This 
possible problem will be addressed in a later section. 
Another peak of interest in Fig. 1 is at m/z= 28. Usually 
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most of the ions at this mass are shown previously,^ 
the signal at m/z= 14, ''^N*, is usually greater than the signal 
at m/z= 28, . A best guess for the ion responsible for 
the increase in signal at this suspect mass is carbon 
monoxide, The inset spectrum shows that the peak at 
m/z= 32, is much lower than that in a typical ICP-MS 
background spectrum.' This result may indicate how this 
injector device works but will not be discussed here. 
Before leaving this section of the spectrum it is 
important to illustrate a possible, yet avoidable, drawback to 
this device. The small peak at m/z= 23 is probably sodium 
ions, ^Na*. A major advantage to using an ICP is that it is 
an electrodeless discharge.By placing a carbon electrode 
into the plasma it opens the door to interferences from 
contaminants in the graphite. The tip used for obtaining 
Fig.l was handled with unprotected hands before being used to 
illustrate the necessity of having a clean graphite source for 
this type of experiment. Many companies produce a 
"spectroscopically" pure grade of graphite and this is 
recommended for this type of work. 
Figure 2 was obtained with the same sample introduction 
conditions as Fig.l. A very large peak at m/z= 44 is probably 
'^^C'^^02*. T h is peak is more abundant than u sual.Another 
common ion in this mass range is the argon dimer, Arj*, m/z= 
80. It is true that this ion is about twice as abundant as in 
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ref.l9 but the signal COj^/ATj* (m/z= 44 and 80) is 
overwhelmingly greater in this work. This, again, is a 
possible clue to how this device produces its unusual 
properties and will be investigated in a future endeavor. The 
peak at m/z= 52 is predominantly due to ^ °Ar''^C*. The inset 
spectrum reveals that copper, at m/z= 63 and 65, is present, 
as has been seen before.^' Isotopes of zinc, m/z= 64, 66 and 
68, are present due to memory in the spray chamber as well as 
arsenic at m/z= 75. 
Background Equivalent Concentrations. Some of the weaker 
peaks in Fig.2 are best described using a background 
equivalent concentration (BEC) value. This value is defined 
as the analyte concentration necessary to produce a net signal 
equivalent to that of the interfering ion at a given mass to 
charge ratio. Five common problematic polyatomic ions were 
chosen. As described briefly in the Experimental section, the 
solvent media are selected to maximize the formation of most 
of these ions. The ions at m/z= 51 and 75, ^^ Cl''^ 0* and °^Ar^ C^l'*' 
respectively, were measured while nebulizing 1% HCl. Argon 
species at m/z= 54 and 56, ^°Ar^^N* and ^°Ar''^0*, are observed 
while nebulizing 1% HNO3. The final species, '•^ Ar^ C^"*', is 
measured while nebulizing distilled deionized water. Table 1 
is a collection of the results for this experiment. Both 
analyte signals and BEC values are reported. The analyte 
signal reported reflects only the net ion signal from the 
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element of interest; polyatomic contributions are subtracted 
prior to calculating the BEC values. 
Obviously, both BEC values for ClO* and ArCl* are reduced 
by a factor of about ten compared to those obtained with the 
c[uartz injector. In both these cases the analyte signals are 
enhanced and the chlorine containing polyatomic species are 
attenuated. This type of behavior has been observed before 
but under slightly different conditions.^'' That experiment 
introduced carbon into the plasma from a nebulized organic 
solvent. In this experiment carbon sublimes directly into the 
plasma, so changing the carbon load does not affect the 
characteristics of the aerosol produced by the nebulizer. 
The polyatomic ions that interfere with the determination 
of iron appear to behave differently. The graphite injector 
enhanced the ®^Fe* signal by a factor of 2 over that obtained 
with the quartz injector. The BEC value for the corresponding 
interference, ^°Ar^^N*, is two times lower using the GI. Thus, 
the absolute intensity of ^°Ar^^N* is similar using either 
injector. Unfortunately for ®^Fe*, there is an increase in BEC 
value of about two times when using the GI over the NI. The 
tragedy of this polyatomic ion is that the absolute 
signal intensity is about 5 times higher. This particular 
polyatomic oxide ion does not behave like the metal oxide 
ions. This could be Fe* from the graphite. Especially since 
the injector was machined and drilled with steel. 
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The poorest BEC value in Table 1 is for This is 
most certainly the worst spectral interference created by 
this device in this analytical region of the spectrum. The 
BEC value is about ten times larger than that of the normal 
quartz injector. Deteirmining chromium with ^^Cr"^ is certainly 
out of the question. If carbon is present in the sample or 
solvent, m/z= 52 cannot be used anyway. The next most 
abundant isotope of chromium is ^'Cr (9.6%). Unfortunately, 
37cii6o+ would interfere but not as severely as with a normal 
quartz injector. The next available isotope is ^ °Cr at 4.3% 
relative abundance. This is a reasonable choice as long as 
the matrix does not include Ti or V, ^°Ti (5.4%) and ®°V(0.25%) . 
Also, if sulfuric acid is used ^ °Cr* would be interfered by 
In light of this information, chromium can only be 
determined at relatively high concentrations (> 1 ppb) . 
Conceivably, carbon could form charged polyatomic species 
with matrix elements. Experience from graphite furnace atomic 
absorption shows that WC is one of the worst refractory 
neutral carbides, and WC* could thus be a problem in ICP-MS. 
Figure 3 is a spectrum from m/z= 186 to 205. A solution of 50 
fig L'^ thallium and 50 mg L''' tungsten was made with deionized 
water. The second major isotope of tungsten, (28.4%), is 
at the left edge of the spectrum and the largest isotope of 
thallium, (70.5%), is at the far right. Using the singly 
charged isotope of thallium at m/z= 203 as a reference the 
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level of WC* can be assessed. The visible peaks of WO* from 
m/2= 198 to 202 are significant giving a signal of about 700 
counts s'^. The weak peaks shown in the inset of Fig. 3 are 
presumably from WC^  and are only about 50 to 100 count s'"". 
When compared to the signal for thallium at 50 fig L'"" this type 
of interference is almost negligible and would certainly cause 
only a minor interference when trying to determine an element 
such as platinum. 
Doubly Charged Ions. In the previous report, a 
suggestion was made for the improvements observed in analyte 
signal over a conventional torch arrangement.^ The graphite 
injector allows the sampling orifice to be positioned in a 
region of the nozinal analytical zone where the "temperature" 
for the analytes is highestUsing this as a premise, the 
levels of doubly charged analyte ions (M^*) observed while using 
a graphite injector should be greater than when using a 
conventional quartz injector. This hurts an analysis in two 
ways. First, creation of additional doubly charged analyte 
ions sacrifices some NT*" signal. The next, more important 
issue, is that ions interfere with the determination of 
other lower mass elements. 
Tables 2 and 3 give relative and absolute values of 
doubly charged ions, respectively. The elements of interest 
are arranged according to the magnitude of their second 
ionization energy (IE'). The relative count rates of in 
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Table 3 are compared to those for M* ions from either the same 
element or an internal standard close in mass to to reduce 
mass discrimination. Also, the internal standard was chosen 
with a high enough IE' as to minimize its formation of 
For the elements barium through niobium a 0.1 mg L'^ internal 
spike of cobalt was used. Lead, being much higher in mass, 
got a 0.1 mg L*^ spike of silver, and the ''°^Ag'^ isotope was 
monitored. The signal for multi-isotopic elements was 
collected by integrating all isotopes of the element, both 
singly and doubly charged. This was done since resolution 
with this device is too poor to separate adjacent peaks of 
doubly charged ions. 
Table 2 shows that the absolute level is greater for 
the graphite injector in every case from barium to lead. As 
would be expected, the absolute count rate drops off steadily 
for both injector cases as IE' increases. Upon closer 
inspection it is apparent that the decrease in intensity 
with respect to increasing IE' is greater for the graphite 
injector than for quartz injector. Table 3 illustrates this 
latter point better. Generally, relative values of are 
much greater with the graphite injector for elements with an 
IE' of about 10 to 14 eV. For lead, with an IE' of about 15 
eV, there is little difference in either of the relative 
values. Figure 4 is a spectrum taken with a graphite injector 
using 1 mg L*'" Pb and a 50 ug L*'' Nb reference. The inset 
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spectrum was necessary to display the unresolved isotopes. 
Actually, the level of lead is less than molybdenum memory 
from a previous experiment. A silver isotope, ^"^Ag, is seen 
as an impurity in the lead solution. Comparing the signal of 
the doubly charged lead ions to that of '^Nb"^, a BEC value of 
about 0.1 ug L"' is obtained. 
Creating greater levels of doubly charged ions is 
certainly a disadvantage. For most elements the IE' is well 
above 15 eV.^^ Fortunately, the number of elements affected by 
interfering ions are few.^' In some instances the presence 
of doubly charged metal ions has actually been used to 
advantage, e.g., for the determination of Eu.^ ®"^ ° 
Matrix Effects. Space charge repulsion in an ion beam is 
used as an explanation for the matrix effects in ICP-MS.^^'^^ 
Previous experiments with the graphite injector show that the 
entire normal analytical zone apparently flows through the 
orifice of the sampling cone. If the matrix ion density is 
high in the region of the plasma where sampling occurs, matrix 
effects might be worse than usual with the graphite injector. 
Figure 5 is a graph of the normalized signal for 
versus aerosol gas flow rate. The concentration of the 
concomitant element was held constant at 10 mM. Enhancements 
are generally not the rule but do occur.The curves for 
lithium and strontium elevate the Co'^ signal by about fifty 
percent. 
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Sodium concomitant has an interesting effect on cobalt 
signal. The aerosol gas flow rate that maximizes the '^Co* 
signal shifts to a lower value than in the case where no 
matrix is present. If this is truly a consistent occurrence 
then the matrix effect could be eliminated by simply picking 
operating conditions that produce a "cross-over" point for the 
two curves. This "cross-over" effect is utilized in ICP-AES^^ 
but not usually seen in ICP-MS. More work will have to be 
done to understand this result. As usual, heavy matrix 
elements like Ba and Pb suppress the Co* signal extensively. 
Several tactics for dealing with matrix effects are 
available. Internal standards can be used with some success. 
Intrinsic internal standards can result from using polyatomic 
ions in a spectrum to monitor the effect of a concomitant on 
an analyte A more stable and reliable internal standard 
is extrinsically added and can be selected to behave more 
closely to the analyte of interest.Denoyer et. al. have 
developed a single focusing lens such that the optimizing 
potential behaves linearly with respect to elemental mass.^® 
The potential on the lens can be optimized to transmit light 
analyte ions and discriminate against heavy matrix ions. This 
reduces matrix effects caused by space charge repulsion that 
occurs inside and after the focusing lens. 
This matrix problem can also be minimized by applying a 
potential to the interface a few volts positive relative to 
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ground. The idea was applied to a quadrupole instrument with 
a positive potential applied to the skimmer cone, which 
produced a greater linear dynamic range for cobalt^'. Another 
approach taken to Tninimize matrix effects is to adjust ion 
lens potentials to maximize ion transmission for a particular 
analyte with the matrix present. This was carried out 
previously with this same instrument and an ion lens 
configuration like that used in the present work.^' Figure 6 
is a graph of a similar experiment using the graphite 
injector. The tremendous suppression for Pb matrix seen in 
figure 5 can be overcome by tuning the voltages applied to 
lens elements with the Pb matrix present. This result implies 
that a single internal standard can be selected regardless of 
what matrix elements are present. Lens potentials used for 
optimizing with and without the matrix present are shown in 
Table 4. Though reference 19 did not report similar signal 
enhancements a similar result was achieved. The 50% 
improvement in signal for cobalt under the new lens settings 
without any matrix suggests that these new potentials are a 
better choice. The ion kinetic energy was about 4 times 
higher under these conditions which degraded resolution and 
produced split peaks. More work must be done to understand 
the results of this experiment. 
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Conclusions 
This paper shows that the level of most polyatomic ions 
with a graphite injector in an ICP mass spectrum are generally 
no worse than when using a quartz injector. For some 
polyatomic ions the BEC values are actually considerably 
lower. In a least one case, ^°Ar^^C*, the polyatomic ion level 
is much worse and causes a problem for determination of 
chromium. Doubly charged ions are worse for elements with 
low second ionization energies. Finally, matrix effects 
observed with this device are similar to what has been seen 
previously for ICP-MS. It is possible to adjust lens 
potentials to mitigate this problem. 
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Table 1. Background equivalent concentrations for five common polyatomic ions and 
sensitivities of corresponding elemental isotopes. 
BEC Values (ppb) Signal fcts s'^ppm'M X 10^ 
»C1"0 "Ar"C *°Ar'*N *°Ar"o ^'Ar^Cl "v "Cr "Pe "pe "as 
Graphite Injector 3.1 12 4.2 2.4 0.34 16 15 2.4 37 8.7 
Quartz Injector 21 1.4 9.2 1.2 6.0 11 10 0.93 15 2.5 
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Table 2. Signal levels for singly and doubly charged analyte ions. Analytes prepared 
at a concentration of 0.1 ppm in 1% HNOj. 
Element 2nd I.E. (eV) 
138 Ba 10 .004 
Injector Type 
PIGI (cts/s) 
MMkIO^)  
3.4 10800 
Quartz (cts/s) 
2 . 2  1180 
HI Pr 10 . 55 5.0 5170 3.3 1060 
cn 
139 La 11.06 3.2 4120 2 . 6  960 
169, Tm 12.05 4.2 1970 1.4 410 
93 Nb 14 . 32 4 . 9 650 2 .45 170 
208 Pb 15.032 1. 7 70 1.0 60 
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Table 3. Relative values of doubly charged analyte ions. 
Analyte and internal standards present at 0.1 ppm. 
Injector Tvpe 
R a t i o  2"*^ I.E. feV^ P I G I  O u a r t z  
1 0 . 0 0 4  0 . 0 3 1 3  0 . 0 0 5 3 8  
Pr+2/pr^ 1 0 . 5 5  0 . 0 1 0 3  0 . 0 0 3 2 2  
La^VLa"" 1 1 . 0 6  0 . 0 1 2 8  0 . 0 0 3 6 4  
1 2 . 0 5  0 . 0 0 4 6 7  0 . 0 0 3 0 0  
Nb^^/Nb* 1 4 . 3 2  0 . 0 0 1 3 3  0 . 0 0 0 7 1 1  
Pb*VPb* 1 5 . 0 3 2  0 . 0 0 0 4 1 3  0 . 0 0 0 5 9 5  
(int.std) 
Ba*^/Co* 
l,a*^/Co* 
Tm*2/Co* 
Nb*2/Co* 
Pb^^/Ag" 
10 .004 
10 .55 
11.06 
12.05 
14 .32 
15 .032 
0.0643 
0.0310 
0.0304 
0.0127 
0.00520 
0.000642 
0.0123 
0.0105 
0.0108 
0.00422 
0.00221 
0.000910 
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Table 4. Optimized potentials for maximum signal with no 
matrix and a 10 inM Pb matrix. For identification of lens 
elements see ref. 19. 
Lens Voltages (volts) 
Lens No. No Matrix 10 mM Pb Matrix 
1  + 6  + 1 1  
2 - 100 - 425 
3 - 250 + 10 
4  + 6  + 1 0  
5 - 500 - 500 
6  + 6  +  1 0  
7 -75 - 75 
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Figure 1. Low mass spectrum obtained with a graphite injector 
and alumina support tube while nebulizing deionized 
water. The inset spectrum shows a prominent peak at 
m/z= 28. The Oj* signal is attenuated compare to a 
conventional quartz torch. 
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Figure 2. Mid-mass spectrum of background ions using a 
graphite injector and an alumina support tube while 
nebulizing deionized water. Inset spectrum shows 
background copper ions at m/z= 63 and 65. Also, 
some As memory is present at m/z= 75. 
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Figure 3. A spectrum of oxides and carbides of tungsten from 
a graphite injector. Tungsten solution 
concentration is 50 mg L"^ and thallium is at 
50 ug L"'' as an internal standard. Inset spectrum 
shows peaks of WC*. 
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Figure 4. Spectrum of doubly charged lead ions taken with a 
graphite injector. Lead solution concentration is 
1 mg L"^. Isotopes of molybdenum are from memory in 
the spray chamber. Inset spectrum shows unresolved 
doubly charged lead isotopes and some silver 
impurity. 
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Figure 5. Matrix effects as a function of aerosol gas flow 
rate while using a graphite injector. Cobalt is 
present at 0.5 tng L'^ in a varying elemental matrix 
at 10 mM. 
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Figure 6. Matrix effect as a function of concomitant mass. 
Each of the 6 solutions contains Co at o.5 mg L"''. 
For the left most points, the solution contained 
only Co. For the other points, either Li, Na Sr, Ba 
or Pb was present at 10 mM. Optimization of lens 
elements with lead matrix present results in 
elimination of matrix effects and provides a 50% 
improvement in Co* signal over lens settings 
optimized with no matrix present. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE ROLE OF CARBON DURING THE USE OF A GRAPHITE 
INJECTOR FOR INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS 
SPECTROMETRY 
P. Scott demons, Narong Praphairaksit and R. S. Houk'' 
A paper submitted for publication to Spectrochimica Acta, 
Part B, Atomic Spectroscopy 
Abstract 
The role of carbon during the use of a graphite injector 
(GI) for inductively couple plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
is investigated. Graphite tubes are made from spectroscopic 
(SG) and pyrolytic graphite (PG) and inserted into an alumina 
support tube to create an injector device that replaces the 
normal quartz injector of a demountable torch. SG erodes at 
five times the rate of PG, thus putting more carbon into the 
plasma. The MO"^ signal is dependent on the amount of carbon 
in the plasma. This result is correlated to an atomization 
mechanism in a graphite furnace where carbon reduces metal 
oxides to produce free metal atoms and carbon monoxide. Also, 
the extra enhancement of As* and Se'^ signals is attributed to a 
''Corresponding author 
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charge transfer reaction between C* and the respective neutral 
atom. The amount of enhancement is dependant on the density 
of C* in the plasma. 
Introduction 
Graphite furnace atomic absorption (GFAA) is one of the 
most sensitive analytical techniques for the determination of 
a large number of metallic elements.'"'^ Such a furnace is 
generally an efficient atomization source. Several recent 
fundamental investigations of the graphite furnace have 
centered around analyte atomization mechanisms. Thermodynamic 
considerations suggest that direct oxide dissociation and 
carbon reduction of oxides are p ossible.Atomic 
spectrometry has been used to understand the radial dependence 
of atomization within the atomization tube.^'^ Mass 
spectrometry can monitor furnace species directly as shown in 
several publications.®'^^ Several of these investigations show 
that carbon plays a major role in atomization for many 
elements. In particular, carbon produces a reducing 
atmosphere, which helps remove metal oxides.^' 
A graphite furnace can also be used to inject sample into 
an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) 
Unfortunately, a GF yields transient signals. This is often a 
problem for small samples regarding sensitivity and signal 
integration requirements. Precision is generally poor with a 
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relative standard deviation as high as 20%.^° The time 
limitations of peak hopping contribute to poor precision and 
reduce the multielement capabilities of an ICP-MS unless the 
instrument has multichannel detector capabilites 
ICP-MS has a problem with spectral interference caused by 
metal oxide ions. Much work has focused on removing or at 
least attenuating these troublesome ions^'^^. It would be an 
advantage to use the atom production mechanism of a GF with 
continuous sample introduction. This combination could 
greatly reduce the metal oxide ion levels observed in the mass 
spectrum. 
Recently, an injector device using a graphite tube for an 
ICP torch has been described for ICP-MS.This paper connects 
what is known about atom production in a GF to some of the 
results obtained with the graphite injector. For example the 
density of graphite in the plasma is related to the low metal 
oxide signals obtained with this device. 
Many fundamental investigations of the ICP have focused 
on ionization and excitation mechanisms. Of these, charge 
transfer reactions (CT) have been shown to play a minor yet 
definite role in analyte ion production for certain elements. 
Most work has investigated the transfer of charge from argon 
ions to neutral analyte atoms.More recently, a CT 
reaction involving xenon ions and neutral iron atoms has been 
described.^® In the present work the density of carbon atoms 
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and ions in the ICP can be controlled by choosing the type of 
carbon used for the injector tip. The extensive signal 
enhancements observed for As* and Se* indicate that these ions 
are formed partly by CT reactions between carbon ions and 
these analyte atoms. 
Experimental 
The ICP-MS device was made in house and has been 
described before.^^ The skimmer orifice has become slightly 
larger than that of the sampling cone. This situation 
reportedly increases the level of metal oxide ions.^^'^® 
General operating conditions used with the graphite injector 
have been described.Sample aerosol was produced by an 
ultrasonic nebulizer with desolvation. Cryogenic desolvation 
was not applied in these experiments. Operating conditions 
(forward power, nebulizer gas flow, sampling position and ion 
lens voltages) were selected to maximize the analyte signal 
for each injector used. 
Injector Tip Material. Two types of graphite were used 
for this work. Pyrolytic graphite (PG) was donated by 
Advanced Ceramics Corp. (Cleveland, OH) and machined to be 
press fit into an alumina support tube.^' A similar tube of 
spectroscopic graphite (SG) was machined from a DC arc 
electrode (Bay City Carbon, Bay City, MI). Injector tips 
were 2 mm i.d. x 5 mm o.d. and about 2.5 cm long, as before.^' 
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Both types of graphite were leached in acid (usually 5% HCl) 
overnight prior to use. Background scans were performed 
before each experiment to ensure analyte ion signals were not 
compromised by contaminants in the graphite. Both the 
graphite injectors and a conventional quartz injector were 
operated with the same demountable torch. 
Data Acquisition. The output of the Channeltron electron 
multiplier was connected to either a current-to-frequency 
converter or pulse counting equipment.^' Background spectra 
were signal averaged by sweeping the mass range of m/2= 10 to 
45 All other data were collected over window 20 mass units 
wide. Lanthanum and lanthanum oxide signals were integrated 
over lOO sweeps; other signals were integrated over 50 sweeps. 
The multichannel analyzer divided the observed mass window 
equally into 4 096 channels. Also, the quadrupole was set to 
achieve unit mass resolution or better. 
Solutions. All analyte solutions were made with standard 
stock solutions (1000 mg L"', Plasma Chem) and diluted to the 
appropriate volume with 1% aqueous HCl. Lanthanum for metal 
oxide measurements was made at a concentration of 0.1 mg L"\ 
All other analytes were present at 7.17 ^M. Deionized water 
was obtained from an in house system (Barnstead, 18 MS2) . 
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Results and Discussion 
Erosion Rate. The most common type of atomization furnace 
uses a graphite tube made from pyrolytic graphite (PG) and 
randomly ordered graphite, which we call spectroscopic 
graphite (SG). SG is more porous than PG and has a lower 
sublimation temperature, about 3300 "C/® PG is much less 
porous and also more temperature resistant with a reported 
melting point of about 4300 Thus, PG is usually 
preferred as a graphite furnace for its lifetime and reduced 
memory effects. t 
Comparing the two materials as tips for our graphite 
injector, PG would obviously be the most robust in an ICP. 
Two tips were constructed from PG and SG and then operated for 
about one hour in the plasma under typical operating 
conditions for this device. The mass of the tip was measured 
before and after, and the average erosion rate was determined 
from the mass loss. SG eroded at an average rate of about 11 
fig s'^ compared to 2.2 [ig s'^ for PG. This implies that there 
is almost five times more carbon being introduced into the 
plasma when using SG compared to PG. If carbon does play a 
role in producing low metal oxides and increasing sensitivity 
of some elements, as previously seen, then experimental 
comparison of these two materials with a normal quartz 
injector (QI) should help answer this question. 
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Background Ions. Figures 1 thru 3 are spectra of 
background ions produced under usual analytical conditions 
while using a QI, PG and SG tip injectors respectively while 
nebulizing deionized water. The spectrum in Figure lA shows 
the major background ions. Oxygen (^^0*) and water are 
the dominant ions in the lower mass range. These peaks are 
present in about the same abundance and are expected even when 
the bulk of the water is removed by desolvation. The next 
substantial peak is . Finally, ^°Ar'^ and ^°ArH* appear at 
the typical abundance for these ions in an argon ICP. 
Comparison of these spectra to that of Figure 2A reveals 
some interesting changes. A substantial peak for is 
observed using the PG injector. The '^0* and peaks are 
about the same intensity as those found with the QI. A new 
peak is present at m/z= 28. Given that the signal for ''^N* has 
not increased substantially this intensity cannot be 
attributed to the The next obvious choice would be 
carbon monoxide ions, The and signals are of 
similar abundance. Next, notice that the signal has been 
slightly attenuated compared to Figure 1. 
The spectrum shown in Figure 3 was obtained with a SG 
tip. Carbon is now much more abundant than the ^^0* and 
peaks. The signal for is about the same but the number of 
water ions seem to be reduced by half compared to the two 
previous spectra. The signal for has also increased and 
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the ratio of to is now about ten to one. Both the 
PG and SG injector also produce a noticeable signal from 
Relation to Atomization Mechanisms in GF. The results of 
Figures 1 through 3 show that the carbon from the graphite 
tips can produce and attenuate Oj*. The difference in 
the relative intensities of Figures 2 and 3 can be related to 
atomization phenomena in a GF. The reaction: 
C(s) + l/202(g) - CO(g) (1) 
becomes thermodynamically favorable at higher temperatures^^'^^. 
The change in the Gibbs free energy at 1000 °C is about -48 
kcal/mol.^^ Carbon can also reduce Oj to produce COj and react 
with HjO to form CO and Hj gas. These latter reactions are 
also more favorable at elevated temperatures. Typical 
temperatures inside a GF reach about 2000 to 2500 °C. Given 
that our graphite tip glows a bright orange, we estimate the 
temperature to be about 2000 °C based upon temperature plots 
for black body radiance.^® A calculated plot of carbon flux 
versus temperature has been prepared by Gilmutdinov et. al.^^ 
From our carbon loss experiment the corresponding carbon flux 
gives a temperature of about 2400 °C for SG and 2100 °C for 
PG. Reaction 1 is a surface reaction and it has been 
attributed to certain active sites on the graphite surface.'*'' 
The inner surface of SG "erodes" faster than that of PG, so it 
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makes sense that SG would have more active sites available for 
reaction 1 than PG. 
Sturgeon et. al. suggest four general atomization 
mechanisms in a GF/ The reduction of metal oxides by carbon 
is among these and can be written as follows: 
2M0(s) + 2C(s) -*• 2C0(g) + 2M{s) MjCg) -*• 2M(g) (2) 
Equation 2 represents solid phase metal oxide being reduced by 
solid phase carbon to produce free gaseous metal atoms. 
Carbon reduction of metal oxides also occurs on the graphite 
surface, as with reaction 1. Carbon vapor can also condense 
on the cooler surface of oxide microparticles followed by 
diffusion into the analyte oxide particle.^^ It is thought 
that the reduction reaction is delayed until a certain 
stoichiometry of the reactants has been achieved, yet this is 
not certain. 
Also, as with reaction l, reduction of metal oxides by 
carbon is thermodynamically favorable at higher temperatures.' 
A mathematical model of the temperature inside the graphite 
tip shows that the argon gas from the nebulizer quickly 
reaches the temperature of the surrounding graphite wall.^^ 
This work also suggests turbulence exists at the upstream end 
of the injector tip. This is a result of the cool argon gas 
from the desolvation system entering the hot environment 
inside the graphite tip. This could be an advantage as 
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analyte particles in the bulk portion of the entering gas 
would have a greater chance of being swept to the hot graphite 
surface. Once CO is formed the molecule must withstand the 
temperatures of the plasma. The free oxygen could form MO* 
with metal ions in the boundary layer of the interface.^^'^® 
The authors of ref. 42 suggest that CO dissociation in the 
plasma is negligible. 
Metal Oxide Levels. Table 1 compares La* and LaO* signals 
when using the three injectors of Figures 1 through 3. Both 
relative and absolute levels of MO* ions are reduced when 
using a graphite injector of either type. SG attenuates the 
MO* by a factor of two more than PG. Compared to the QI, SG 
shows a LaO*/La* that is seven times lower. The absolute metal 
oxide ion signal for SG is about three times lower than that 
for the QI. These improvements in MO*/M* are not as 
substantial as those in ref. 27. The enlarged skimmer orifice 
is a suspected problem. 
Carbon Density and Enhanced Analvte Ionization. The 
general problem of poor sensitivity for elements of high 
ionization energy (IE) plagues their determination by ICP-MS. 
In a previous report we commented on the ability of the 
graphite injector to increase the sensitivity of a wide range 
of elements.^^ The general result is that the signal for 
elements of high IE experience a greater enhancement over the 
QI injector signals for easily ionized elements. This 
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enhancement was partly attributed to the narrowing of the 
normal analytical zone (NAZ). The sampling orifice collects a 
greater fraction of the ions in this region of the plasma. 
Also, the ions can be sampled from a region of the NAZ where 
the "temperature" for the analytes is highest when the 
graphite injector is used. If so, the higher the IE, the 
greater the signal enhancement. 
During our comparison of PG and SG an interesting result 
was observed. Table 2 gives relative ion signals for As*, Se*, 
Zn* and Br* which are compared to the ion signal for "Ga*. 
Each element is present in equimolar concentrations. They are 
chosen such that their small mass difference would not produce 
large mass bias effects. Table 3 shows the absolute signal 
for these four elements. The relative signals of ^As* (with 
the contribution of ^ °Ar^^Cl* removed) , and ^®Se* show 
substantial improvements when using a GI compared to a QI. 
Also, there is a significant improvement when using a SG tip 
over a PG tip for these elements. The signal for ^ Zn* also 
improves with a GI over a conventional QI, but there is little 
difference between the SG and PG injector tips. The relative 
signal for bromine (Br^/Ga*) is unchanged with any of the 
injectors used. Table 3 shows the same general trends for the 
absolute signals; i.e., both SG and PG yield the same signal 
improvements compared to the conventional injector . 
These results can be explained as follows. Signals for 
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all elements are enhanced when using a GI compared to a QI. 
This is due to the constriction of the NAZ, as discussed 
before. For some elements (e.g., Zn), the enhancement when 
using PG is similar to that from SG, these elements probably 
experience a theirmal environment that favors ionization. 
Bromine behaves like zinc with respect to SG and PG injector 
tips but does not show the same magnitude of enhancement as 
zinc compared to a QI. The large enhancements observed with 
As and Se are probably related to the density of carbon in the 
plasma. Others have noticed large signal enhancements for As 
by adding carbon as an organic solvent in the analyte 
solution^®. This result could be due to the presence of carbon 
in the plasma. It is also possible that the smaller droplet 
size distribution of the organic-water solution favors more 
efficient vaporization and atomization within the plasma.^' 
Introducing carbon directly into the plasma by inserting a 
graphite tip does not effect nebulization. We believe this 
result is due to charge transfer (CT) reactions between carbon 
ions and As and Se atoms in the plasma. CT reactions between 
analyte atoms and argon ions,^'"^^ and more recently Xe ions,^^ 
have been investigated by others as an ionization mechanism in 
the ICP. 
If carbon ions are to be involved in a CT reaction their 
density must be sufficiently high in the plasma. From the 
earlier discussion on carbon loss from SG, about 5.5x10^^ atoms 
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s*^ enter the central channel of the plasma. At an aerosol gas 
flow rate of 0.5 L min"'' and a gas temperature of 5000 K there 
should be a carbon atom density of 4x10^^ atoms cm"'. This 
should give a carbon ion density (n^^) of about 2xl0'^ ions 
cm'^, if carbon is about 5% ionized in an ICP.®° Using the same 
argument for PG, n^^ is about 4x10^' ions cm"'. If the cross 
section for the reaction is similar to that for the Xe* and Fe 
system of ref. 35 then there should be a sufficient density of 
carbon ions. In addition, using SG should drive the CT 
reaction more extensively than PG. 
For an efficient CT reaction, the energy difference 
between the electronic states of the carbon ion and analyte 
ions should be small. An acceptable energy defect is up to 
-0.5 eV, the average theirnal collision energy in the ICP at 
5000 K. Figures 4 and 5 give partial energy diagrams for C, 
As, Se, Zn and Br.^^ Only the energy level of the ground state 
of the carbon ion is shown. The energy level of the first 
excited state of C'*' is 16.59 eV above C* . 
The first excited state for the arsenic ion, As^C^Dj), at 
11.06 eV, is only 0.20 eV below that of 11-26 eV. 
The following reaction is possible: 
C* (2p,,2,3/2) + As (^ 83/2) C{2Po i 2) + (As*) (^ 2) (3) 
In general, CT reactions are allowed if they involve a) a 
small energy defect and b) changes in configuration only of 
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the outer electrons, not core electrons.^® This reaction 
transfers an outer shell p electron from arsenic to a carbon 
ion such that As(4s^4p^) goes to As'^(4s^4p^) and C*(2s^2p^) goes 
to C{2s^2p^) . The energy difference between the excited state 
arsenic ion and the ground state carbon ion is small enough 
for a CT reaction. 
The first excited state of the selenium ion, Se*(^D^^2)' 
11.36 eV is only 0.12 eV above giving the following 
reaction: 
-Cl'Po.l,!) (4) 
Again, this reaction involves the transfer of an outer shell p 
electron; Se(4s^4p^) goes to Se'^{4s^4p^) and C'^(2s^2p') goes to 
C(2p^) . This reaction also involves only a small energy 
difference between the states of Se* and C"*". The additional 
energy (0.12 eV) necessary to drive the reaction could be 
provided by the KE of the collision at T~5000 K. 
Zinc and bromine show the largest energy differences. 
The zinc ion, Zn* 9.391 eV is 1.87 eV below the 
ground state carbon ion, next highest level of 
Zn* is Zn^ C^ P^ /j), which is 4.14 eV above the ground state 
carbon ion. Neither Zn'^ level is close enough for charge 
transfer from C*. The bromine ground state ion, Br* (^ Pj) , at 
11.84 eV is 0.58 eV above This difference seems 
small enough, yet, the Br'^ levels observed for PG and SG 
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suggest a CT reaction does not take place. This reaction is 
probably too endothermic. 
Conclusion 
This work shows that carbon introduced while using a 
graphite injector has a significant effect on levels of 
and The level of metal oxide ions is lower when the 
carbon density in the plasma is high. We also believe that a 
charge exchange reaction has been proposed that explains some 
of the signal enhancements observed in previous work by 
several groups. The key to this investigation was choosing 
carbon materials for the injector tip that introduce different 
levels of carbon into the plasma. Further work should be 
performed to investigate other analyte ions that might 
experience signal enhancement through this type of reaction. 
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Table 1. Effect of carbon on the level of metal oxide observed. A solution of 0.1 mg 
L'^ solution of lanthanum was used as the analyte solution. 
Spectroscopic Graphite 
Pyrolytic Graphite 
Normal Quartz Injector 
Count Rate (counts s"^) 
Iia''(xlO^) LaO^ LaO^^La* 
4 . 5 4  3 8 0  0 . 0 0 0 8 3  
M 
O 
2 . 5 4  4 3 5  0 . 0 0 1 7 2  
2 . 1 2  1 2 6 5  0 . 0 0 6 0  
Table 2. Effect of injector type and carbon content on relative analyte signal. 
Analyte concentration is 7,17 
Signal Ratio 
Species Spectroscopic Pyrolytic Quartz 
"AsV"Ga^ 0.688 0.390 0.173 
'"SeV^Ga^ 0.164 0.0496 0.0270 
o 
tn 
"ZnV"Ga^ 1.48 1.50 0.460 
®'BrV"Ga* 0.00403 0.00452 0.00442 
Table 3. Effect of injector type and carbon content on absolute analyte signal. 
Analyte present at 7.17 fxM. 
Elements(I.E..eV) 
"as^ 
"Zn* 
Analyte Count Rate (xlO^ counts s"^) 
Sijectroscopic Pvrolvtic Quartz 
19.2 14.4 3.75 
4.87 1.33 0.500 
38.7 43.4 5.12 
0 .119 0 .146 0 . 085 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
A new injector device for ICP-MS was introduced. This 
device consists of a support tube (stainless steel or alumina) 
with a graphite tube press fit into one end. The injector 
tube is supported by a tapered Teflon plug which fits into a 
demotontable torch. This device is positioned such that the 
graphite tip protrudes into the axial channel of the plasma 
about 8 mm. A low MO"*" signal is achieved under operating 
conditions (aerosol gas flow rate, forward power and sampling 
position) that yield a maximum M* signal while using an 
ultrasonic nebulizer with desolvation. The MOVm* ratio is 
about 0.05% which is very similar to that obtained when using 
a normal quartz injector (QI) and cryogenic desolvation.'' 
When cryogenic desolvation and the graphite torch injector 
(GI) are used together a MO^/M* ratio of about 0.01% is 
obtained. Another advantage of this device is that 
sensitivity for atomic ions improves by a factor of 1.5 to 15, 
with the best improvements for elements like As and Zn that 
have high ionization energies. The graphite tube erodes and 
is useful for about 6 to 8 hours, or one day. Despite this 
degradation short and long term precision are not compromised. 
A rinse out curve shows that despite using a much lower 
aerosol gas flow rate (0.4-0.6 L min"^) memory is not a serious 
problem. 
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This work also investigated the polyatomic ion background 
produced by this device. The low mass background spectrum 
shows C* is a dominant ion. In addition, CO"^ at m/z= 28 is 
quite prominent while the signal for Og* is almost attenuated 
to near background levels. Background equivalent 
concentrations (BEC) are used to describe the mid-mass 
polyatomic ions. The BEC level for ClO* and ArCl* is about ten 
times lower with the GI compared to a QI. The BEC for ^ °Ar''^ C* 
is about 10 times greater with the GI over the QI. This could 
be detrimental in determining ^^Cr* but with the low BEC for 
CIO*, ^^Cr"^ becomes an available isotope. ^°Ar^'o* does not 
behave like the metal oxides with a BEC level two times 
greater with a GI over a QI. Sample introduction methods that 
use a metal loop or cup produce background ions of the metal.^ 
A stainless steel support tube produced background iron ions 
so it was replaced with an alumina tube. Absolute and 
relative levels of doubly charged ions are much higher for 
elements with low 2nd ionization energies when using a GI. 
Fortunately, the number of elements affected by interfering 
are few^. Matrix effects are similar to those reported 
previously with this instrument^. This problem can be 
eliminated by optimizing lens potentials for an analyte with 
the matrix element present. These results indicate a single 
internal standard can be used regardless of what matrix 
elements are present. 
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The last paper provides an explanation of how this device 
works. A correlation was made to the amount of carbon in the 
plasma and the level of MO* ions in the spectrum. The low 
relative metal oxide levels produced with this device are a 
result of two factors: (1) the narrow NAZ allows the sampling 
cone to collect ions further away from the oxide abundant IR2; 
(2) the carbon of the graphite produces a reducing atmosphere 
much like that of a graphite furnace used in atomic 
absorption.^ 
This work did not investigate the location of the 
reaction involving carbon and metal oxides. There are two 
possibilities: (1) on the inside surface of the graphite tube; 
(2) by carbon condensation on the surface of vaporizing metal 
oxide particles. The first possibility is accepted as the 
mechanism that occurs with a graphite furnace. The second 
suggestion could be tested by observing the MO"^ signal 
produced from metal oxides of greatly different boiling 
points. A metal oxide with a high boiling point would not 
produce a cool neighborhood for carbon to condense on the 
oxide surface. The MO* signal should be higher than from a 
metal oxide with a lower boiling point. The increased analyte 
signals are partly attributed to more efficient collection of 
ions by the sampling cone due to the narrowing of the NAZ. 
Some analyte signals (As and Se) are also enhanced by 
undergoing a charge transfer reaction with C*. These elements 
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have ions with excited electronic states that are close (<0.5 
eV) in energy to the ground state carbon ion. Their signals 
are related to the density of C* in the plasma. Elements (Zn 
and Br) that have ions with larger energy defects with C* show 
no signal dependence on C* density in the plasma. 
This device is promising for determination of elements 
that are plagued by MO* interference. Future work should 
include a demonstration of this ability. A direct 
determination of high mass rare earth elements (HREE) in a 
matrix of low mass rare earth elements (LREE) would be a 
worthy experiment. Generally, this task requires mathematical 
corrections for removing the interfering MO* contribution to 
an analyte signal.^ Future work should also include using the 
graphite injector with an axially viewed ICP-AES instrument. 
Matrix effects observed with an axially viewed plasma are 
partly caused by the emission resulting from the IRZ. As the 
matrix concentration increases the plasma is cooled due to the 
energy used for vaporization and atomization which results in 
more atom emission. The graphite injector produces a much 
smaller IRZ and could possibly mitigate matrix effects 
observed with this orientation. 
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